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Abstract. Many groups have used Raman spectroscopy for diagnosing cervical dysplasia; however, there have
been few studies looking at the effect of normal physiological variations on Raman spectra. We assess four patient
variables that may affect normal Raman spectra: Race/ethnicity, body mass index (BMI), parity, and socioeconomic
status. Raman spectra were acquired from a diverse population of 75 patients undergoing routine screening for
cervical dysplasia. Classification of Raman spectra from patients with a normal cervix is performed using sparse
multinomial logistic regression (SMLR) to determine if any of these variables has a significant effect. Results
suggest that BMI and parity have the greatest impact, whereas race/ethnicity and socioeconomic status have a
limited effect. Incorporating BMI and obstetric history into classification algorithms may increase sensitivity and
specificity rates of disease classification using Raman spectroscopy. Studies are underway to assess the effect of
these variables on disease. C©2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.3646210]
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1 Introduction
Multiple research groups have taken advantage of the extreme
sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy to detect subtle changes in
a variety of samples. Raman spectroscopy has been used to
solve many types of problems, from detecting malignant ar-
eas in various sites, such as the cervix,1 bladder,2, 3 colon,4, 5

breast,6, 7 and esophagus8, 9 in vivo and in vitro, detecting con-
trolled substances,10 and authenticating works of art.11 Raman
spectroscopy is useful for multiple applications because it is
a molecular-specific technique that provides detailed informa-
tion about the biochemical composition of a sample by probing
vibrational or rotational transitions in chemical bonds. There-
fore, a Raman spectrum consists of a series of spectrally narrow
peaks and valleys that represent the different vibrational modes
of specific scattering molecules. These peaks are associated with
specific bonds, such that a Raman spectrum may be referred to
as a biochemical fingerprint of a molecule, tissue, or sample.
Changes in peaks may be related to differences in the con-
centration of glycogen or collagen,12 which is useful in cancer
detection, benzoic acid rings for drug detection,13 and natural
or synthetic stains to decipher ages of works of art.14

Although Raman spectroscopy is inherently a sensitive tech-
nique, previous studies using Raman to detect cervical dysplasia
both in vivo and in vitro have reported a wide range of sensitiv-
ity (70–100%) and specificity (70–100%) rates.1, 15–19 Krishna
et al. used a benchtop Raman spectroscopy system to acquire
information from cervical samples ex vivo and classified normal
compared to malignant samples at sensitivity and specificity
rates of 75–99.5%.19 Because infection with certain strains of
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human papillomavirus (HPV) is the cause of cervical dysplasia
in >99% of cases worldwide,20–22 certain research groups have
used Raman spectroscopy to identify differences between HPV
types. Jess et al. used a confocal Raman microscope system and
were able to discriminate varying HPV types in live and fixed
cells with sensitivity and specificity rates of 70–100%.15 Our
research group has used a portable probe-based Raman spec-
troscopy system to distinguish between normal and malignant
cervical samples in cell culture, in vitro and in vivo. The sensi-
tivity and specificity rates of this work have ranged between 81
and 97%.1, 16, 17

Variations in classification rates that are observed when us-
ing Raman spectroscopy to detect malignant areas of the cervix
are a hurdle that must be overcome in order for this technology
to benefit clinical practice. Fortunately, as more research into
using Raman spectroscopy to diagnose cervical dysplasia has
been conducted, it has become apparent that by accounting for
normal patient variations, the sensitivity and specificity of Ra-
man for diagnosing disease can increase.23, 24 Similar research
on inherent normal patient variability has been seen when using
Raman on other tissue sites, such as the colon and the breast.25–27

In many cases, accounting for these normal differences has led
to an increase in both the sensitivity and specificity rates of
classifying normal spectra compared to disease.

Specifically, research from our lab has shown that both hor-
monal differences due to menstrual cycles and menopause23

and previous disease or presence near disease24 have a signifi-
cant impact on the Raman spectra acquired from benign areas
of the cervix in vivo as well as the classification of spectra
acquired from metaplastic and dysplastic sites. During a men-
strual cycle and menopause, varying levels of hormones are re-
leased throughout the body that can cause changes in the cervix,
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including softening, drying, or thinning.28, 29 Permanent field
effects or malignancy-associated changes that result from the
presence or prior history of disease may account for the sig-
nificant effect of such differences on Raman spectra.30, 31 Ac-
counting for hormonal levels and history of disease prior to
disease classification resulted in sensitivity and specificity rates
of >95%. By recognizing and accounting for these normal vari-
ations prior to disease classification, better training sets were
used for the classification algorithms and, therefore, differences
among spectra were more likely to result from malignancy than
normal variations. Other factors may further improve cervical
disease classification with Raman spectroscopy.

Race and ethnicity, for example, as well as socioeconomic
status are all correlated with different incidences of cervical
malignancies.32 In 2010, black and Hispanic populations had
the highest incidence of and mortality rates from cervical dys-
plasia in the U.S. (11.1 cases and 4.6 deaths and 12.7 cases
and 3.1 deaths per 100,000 women, respectively, compared to
7.9 cases and 2.2 deaths per 100,000 white women).33, 34 World-
wide, cervical cancer is the fifth most common cancer for women
and the most common cancer for women in Central America
and southern Africa.35 These differences are likely correlated
with reduced access to routine care and screening. Obesity is
also associated with higher rates of cancer, including cervical
cancer.22, 36, 37 There are many potential reasons for the contri-
bution of obesity to cervical cancer, including differences in
vaginal flora patterns, steroid hormone and cholesterol levels,
cultural norms, and bacterial or viral infections.36 HPV could
also be a potential factor in the differences in incidence and
mortality rates because several at-risk strains are more prevalent
in certain racial and ethnic populations.20–22 Any of these char-
acteristics may significantly influence the biochemical makeup
of the cervix and, thus, the Raman spectra acquired from the
cervix. Such important variables must be accounted for prior to
disease classification to increase classification accuracy rates.

It is interesting to explore whether other optical techniques
are similarly influenced by normal patient variables. Studies
have shown that fluorescence spectroscopy is not significantly
influenced by changes that occur during a woman’s menstrual
cycle or menopause because it only causes a variation of 8–
16% in normal spectra.38, 39 This result suggests that fluores-
cence spectroscopy is not sensitive to the small biochemical
changes that occur as a result of the fluctuations in normal
hormonal levels. Biochemical changes due to hormonal fluctu-
ations, age, and parity have been observed in the breast using
reflectance and transmittance spectroscopy;40, 41 however, their
effect on disease classification has yet to be determined. Similar
results have been found in the cervix,42 but these results are
controlled by levels of hemoglobin, water, and lipids, instead of
the broader biochemical fingerprint obtained with Raman spec-
troscopy. Kelly et al. used infrared (IR) spectroscopy to separate
samples based on HPV infection and age and were able to show
separation of samples using principal component analysis fol-
lowed by linear discriminant analysis, but this in vitro study was
performed on cells grown in culture.43 IR spectroscopy, anal-
ogous to Raman spectroscopy, may perform with similar sen-
sitivity rates. However, the water content found in bulk tissue
may inhibit IR spectra, thereby reducing its utility as a tool for
in vivo detection. To our knowledge, there are no published
reports that consider the effect of race/ethnicity, body mass in-

dex (BMI), obstetric history, or socioeconomic status on optical
measurements.

The goal of this study is to examine the significance of such
normal variations on the classification of Raman spectra. Imple-
menting Raman spectroscopy in a clinical setting will require it
to be successfully applied to any patient population, regardless
of race or ethnicity, BMI, parity, or socioeconomic status. To ac-
complish this goal, Raman measurements were acquired from a
diverse patient population without current or previous disease. A
classification algorithm, sparse multinomial logistic regression
(SMLR), was then used to determine if the Raman spectra were
significantly affected by race/ethnicity, BMI, obstetric history,
or socioeconomic status.

2 Materials and Methods
In our lab, previous studies were performed on a pre-
dominantly white population with BMI levels of normal to
overweight.1, 17, 23, 24 For this study, patients were recruited from
the county hospital in Nashville, Tennessee (Nashville General
Hospital at Meharry) to acquire data from patients of varying
racial/ethnic background, BMI, obstetric history, and socioeco-
nomic status. This study was approved by the Meharry Medical
College Institutional Review Board.

2.1 Patient Enrollment
A total of 75 adult female patients undergoing a routine Pap
smear consented to participate in the study. The patient’s
age, date of last menstrual period, use of artificial hormones,
menopausal status, height, weight, obstetric history, ethnicity,
address, insurance, relevant medical history, and any previous
abnormal Pap smears were all noted upon chart review. After
the cervix was exposed and visually examined by the attending
physician, the cervix was wiped clean with a dry cotton swab
followed by saline. Raman measurements were then taken from
three locations on the ectocervix. Next, the Pap smear procedure
was done according to standard clinical protocol. The spectra
were correlated with histological results and considered normal
if the Pap smear was negative.

2.2 Patient Information
Patients were stratified according to four sets of data to deter-
mine the sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy: (i) Race/ethnicity
(white, black, and Hispanic), (ii) BMI category (normal, over-
weight, and obese), (iii) parity (no pregnancies or ≥1), and
(iv) socioeconomic status (uninsured or insured, determined by
whether the patient had government-subsidized or private health
insurance). Racial or ethnic group was determined by what the
patient identified herself as. BMI was calculated (using the fol-
lowing formula) from the height and weight measured the same
day when Raman spectra were acquired:44

BMI = mass(lb)×703

[height(in)]2
.

BMI values that define specific categories used in this
study—normal, overweight, and obese—are presented in
Table 1. Obstetric history was determined from a chart review.
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Table 1 Weight status based on body mass index (BMI).

Weight category BMI (kg/m2)

Normal 18.50–24.99

Overweight 25.00–29.99

Obese ≥30.00

2.3 Instrumentation and Data Processing
Raman spectra were collected in vivo using a portable Ra-
man spectroscopy system, consisting of a 785-nm diode laser
(PI-ECL-785-350, Process Instruments, Inc., Salt Lake City,
Utah), a beam-steered fiber-optic probe (Visionex, Atlanta,
Georgia), an imaging spectrograph (Holospec f/1.8i-NIR, Kaiser
Optical Systems, Ann Arbor, Michigan), and a back-illuminated,
deep-depletion, thermoelectrically cooled CCD camera (Pixis
256BR, Princeton Instruments, Princeton, New Jersey), all con-
trolled with a laptop computer. Details of the system have been
reported previously.45 The fiber-optic probe delivered 80 mW of
incident light onto the tissue at an integration time of 2–3 s, with
all room lights and the computer monitor turned off. The system
provided a spectral resolution of eight wavenumbers (cm− 1).

Spectral calibration of the system was performed each day
using a neon-argon lamp and naphthalene and acetaminophen
standards to correct for day to day variations. A National In-
stitute of Standards and Technology (NIST)-calibrated tungsten
lamp was also used to account for the wavelength-dependent
response of the system. The spectra were processed for fluores-
cence subtraction and noise smoothing using the modified poly-
nomial fit and Savitzy–Golay methods, described previously.45

Following data processing, each spectrum was normalized to its
mean spectral intensity across all Raman bands to account for
intensity variability.

2.4 Data Analysis
As previously reported, menopausal status and history of cervi-
cal disease affects Raman spectra.23 For this reason, only pre-
menopausal patients with no history of cervical disease were
used in this analysis. A composite spectrum averaging Raman
measurements from each patient was used for analysis because
it would contain the effects of any significant patient varia-
tions. Discrimination was performed with SMLR, a Bayesian
machine-learning framework that computes the posterior prob-
ability of a spectrum belonging to each tissue class based on a
labeled training set.24, 46 For this analysis, whichever class had
the higher probability of membership was the one to which the
spectrum was classified. Because only one composite spectrum
per patient was used, SMLR was run with leave-one-patient-
out cross-validation. A range of input parameters to SMLR have
been tested previously, and these tests revealed that the combina-
tion of parameters that provide the most accurate classification,
while also maximizing sparsity, was using a Laplacian prior,
direct kernel, λ value of 0.01, with no additional bias term.

Table 2 Patient categories. Total in all categories is 75.

Patient categories No. in category

White 23 (31%)

Black 31 (39%)

Hispanic 20 (27%)

Arabic 1 (1%)

Underweight BMI 2 (3%)

Normal BMI 21 (28%)

Overweight BMI 24 (32%

Obese BMI 28 (37%)

No previous pregnancies 33 (44%)

Prior Pregnancy(ies) 42 (56%)

Insured 44 (59%)

Not Insured 31 (41%)

3 Results
The epidemiologic makeup (race/ethnicity groups, BMI cate-
gory, obstetric history, and socioeconomic status) of the en-
tire cohort of 75 patients recruited to this study is shown in
Table 2. In the analyses that follow, only Raman spectra from
premenopausal women with no history or current presence of
cervical disease were used. Because of lower recruitment num-
bers, patients of Arabic descent or underweight BMI were ex-
cluded. Some spectra could not be classified into appropriate
categories, such as those from women with spontaneous abor-
tions and from women whose health insurance was only acquired
recently. Those spectra were also excluded.

3.1 Race and Ethnicity
Raman spectra (n = 193) were acquired from the cervix of pa-
tients from 3 different racial and ethnic groups (white n = 21,
black n = 23, Hispanic n = 18, total = 62, excluded = 13).
There are many similarities across these spectra throughout the
wavenumber range [Fig. 1(a)]. Figure 1(b) shows difference
spectra of Raman measurements from white and black patients
and white and Hispanic patients. A few of the small differences
between the spectra are shown as the box plots in Figs. 1(c)–1(e),
including the peaks that have been assigned in previous stud-
ies as lipid and DNA of ∼1303 cm− 1, the phenylalanine and
DNA region around 1510–1520 cm− 1 and the shoulders of the
1656 cm− 1 amide I peak.47–49 Changes in the shoulders of the
amide I peak are usually due to changes in the secondary struc-
tures of amide I, such as the β pleated sheet proteins.49 These
peaks that seemed to qualitatively have the most difference in
the averaged composite spectra have large areas of overlap.
Box plots were used to visualize the data because they provide
more detailed information compared to bar graphs. These figures
have been explained in detail previously.50 Generally, the box
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Fig. 1 (a) Normalized average Raman spectra of white, black, and Hispanic patients. Highlighted regions are displayed in (c–e). (b) Difference spectra
between measurements from white and black patients and white and Hispanic patients. (c–e) Box plots of specific peaks of Raman spectra from
normal cervix of patients who described themselves as white, black, or Hispanic. Potential peak assignments: (c) Lipid and DNA, (d) phenylalanine
and DNA, (e) Amide I shoulder. The box contains data between the 25th and 75th percentile, with the centerline representing the median. The error
bars are ± 1 S.D. about the mean. Outliers are represented by + .

represents the 25th and 75th percentiles of the data as the bot-
tom and top of the box. The centerline is the median, the error
bars represent one standard deviation from the mean, and any
outliers are represented by a plus sign.

3.2 Body Mass Index
Raman measurements (n = 187) from three different BMI cat-
egories (normal n = 19, overweight n = 21, obese n = 23, total
= 63, excluded = 12) were acquired and averaged. The spec-
tra among these three categories appear similar in most areas,
but a few significant differences occur in the peaks at 1010,
1656, and 1750 cm− 1 [Fig. 2(a)]. Difference spectra have been
plotted in Fig. 2(b), showing differences between patients of
normal BMI and overweight BMI, as well as normal and obese.
To visualize important areas of the spectra, box plots for these
peaks, which have been assigned by other researchers as pheny-
lalanine, lipid, and C = C bonds, respectively, are shown in
Figs. 2(c)–2(e).49, 51, 52

3.3 Parity
Raman measurements (n = 117) were obtained from two groups
of patients, nulliparous (n = 23) and parous (n = 24, total = 47,
excluded = 28). Compared to previous spectra, there are slight
variations throughout the entire range [Fig. 3(a)]. A subtrac-
tion spectrum showing the differences between measurements
from women who have and have not been pregnant is shown in
Fig. 3(b). More significant differences are seen in the region of
1050–1130 cm− 1, which have been attributed to C–C and C–O

stretches, as well as varying concentrations of collagen, elastin,
lipid, and proline.49, 53, 54 Box plot peaks corresponding to some
of these differing regions are shown in Figs. 3(c)–3(e).

3.4 Socioeconomic Status
For this study, patients’ health insurance status was used as an
indicator of socioeconomic status. Raman spectra (n = 123)
were obtained from the cervix of patients with or without pri-
vate health insurance with 26 patients in each category [excluded
= 23; Fig. 4(a)]. Included in the group of patients without health
insurance were women who qualified for the Tennessee Breast
and Cervical Cancer Screening program. These patients have
health care for mammograms, Pap smears, etc., but the program
does not provide comprehensive health-care coverage. The spec-
tra from the two groups mostly overlap, with only a few areas
of small differences between patients with and without health
insurance. This outcome is shown in Fig. 4(b). Figures 4(c)–4(e)
contain box plots for the peaks at 1095, 1265, and 1656 cm− 1,
which correspond to PO−1

2 , protein content, and the shoulder of
the amide I band.49, 54–56

3.5 Statistical Analyses
Although box plots have been used to highlight various regions
of the spectrum, the entire normalized spectrum from 990 to
1800 cm− 1 for each patient within each category was used
for this analysis. The first step of this analysis was to classify
the spectra according to the previous categories (i.e., white,
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Fig. 2 (a) Normalized average Raman spectra from normal, overweight and obese patients. Highlighted regions are displayed in (c–e). (b) Difference
spectra between measurements from normal and overweight patients and normal and obese patients. (c–e) Box plots showing regions of difference
between patients with normal and overweight + obese BMI levels. Potential peak assignments: (c) phenylalanine, (d) lipid, (e) C = C bond. The
box contains data between the 25th and 75th percentile, with the centerline representing the median. The error bars are ± 1 S.D. about the mean.
Outliers are represented by + .

Fig. 3 (a) Normalized average Raman spectra from patients with zero pregnancies and one or more pregnancy. Highlighted regions are displayed
in (c–e). (b) Difference spectra between measurements from patients with and without previous pregnancy. (c–e) Box plots showing regions of
difference between patients with and without previous pregnancy. Potential peak assignments: (c) collagen/elastin, (d) Amide III, (e) C–O stretch.
The box contains data between the 25th and 75th percentile, with the centerline representing the median. The error bars are ± 1 S.D. about the
mean. Outliers are represented by + .
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Fig. 4 (a) Normalized average Raman spectra from patients with and without health insurance. Highlighted regions are shown in (c–e). (b) Difference
spectra between measurements from patients with and without health insurance. (c–e) Box plots showing regions of difference between patients
with and without health insurance. Potential peak assignments: (c) PO−1

2 , (d) protein content, (e) Amide I shoulder. The box contains data between
the 25th and 75th percentile, with the centerline representing the median. The error bars are ± 1 S.D. about the mean. Outliers are represented
by + .

black, and Hispanic, etc.) to determine if significant differences
exist in the Raman spectra acquired from these specific groups
of patients. Various iterations of analyses were used to decide
how the spectra should be classified, which was determined
by finding the greatest classification accuracy of these itera-
tions. For example, for the BMI category, SMLR was first per-
formed to classify the spectra as normal, overweight, or obese.
However, a higher classification accuracy rate was found when
SMLR was performed with only two categories: normal ver-
sus a combined category of spectra from overweight and obese
patients. Table 3 shows the maximum classification accuracy
obtained within each patient variability category. The category
of race/ethnicity classified with a maximum rate of 58%, BMI
with a maximum rate of 78% when spectra were classified as
normal or a combined category of overweight or obese, parity
with a rate of 75%, and socioeconomic status with a rate of 61%.

4 Discussion
Previous studies using Raman spectroscopy to detect cervical
dysplasia have shown limited success.1, 15, 16 We have previously
demonstrated that some of these limitations can be overcome by
accounting for both normal patient variability, such as hormonal
differences and the history or presence of disease.1, 23, 24 In this
paper, we evaluate whether Raman spectra acquired from normal
tissue can be separated based on other patient variables, includ-
ing race/ethnicity, BMI, obstetric history, and socioeconomic
status.

The spectra used in the analyses presented here were ac-
quired from patients with no history of disease and whose current
Pap smear result was within normal limits. When a pathologist

examined these cytology specimens, few variations were ob-
served and the clinical diagnosis of each patient was normal.
If there are no significant differences due to common patient
variations, such as ethnicity, height, and weight, then we ex-
pect spectra acquired from the cervix of patients with a normal
pathology to also appear similar and have few variations. Fur-
thermore, if these variables have no impact on the spectra, then
statistical classification should produce results with accuracy
rates of ∼50%, similar to a coin toss. Previous studies have
suggested the patient variables analyzed in this paper may be
correlated with higher incidences of cervical dysplasia.32, 35 Al-
though we do not expect a significant impact from these normal
physiological and social variables on the biochemical makeup
of the cervix or the acquired Raman spectra, investigating the

Table 3 Results from statistical analyses of patient variables.

Patient variable

Optimized classification
categories (number of

categories used)

Maximum
classification
accuracy (%)

Race/ethnicity White, black, Hispanic (3) 58

BMI Normal, overweight + obese
(2)

78

Obstetric history No pregnancies, ≥1
pregnancy (2)

75

Socioeconomic
status

Uninsured, insured (2) 61
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influence of these variables is an important first step in validat-
ing the application of Raman spectroscopy on a diverse patient
population. The results from this study show that some of these
variables produce significant changes to Raman spectra that are
separable using statistical classification methods.

The two patient variables that resulted in the most separa-
ble spectra were BMI and parity, with classification rates of 78
and 75%, respectively. These results suggest that BMI and par-
ity cause significant changes in the cervix and therefore affect
any spectra acquired from the cervix. As discussed previously,
higher BMI is associated with increased areas of inflammation
and higher blood serum hormonal levels.22, 24, 37 Although there
are cycling levels of hormones that affect the elasticity and soft-
ness of the cervix, varying baseline levels of steroid hormones
due to BMI differences may change the cervix as well. Sim-
ilarly, it is reasonable to believe that parity would influence
normal Raman spectra. The cervix is known to change dramat-
ically during pregnancy and labor.57 These changes appear to
be long term and affect tissue biochemistry significantly enough
to be recognizable with Raman spectroscopy. Furthermore, ac-
curacy rates may increase by defining narrower classification
groups. Figure 3(c) shows a box plot of the peak at 1070 cm− 1,
correlating to collagen and elastin content. Although there is
little variance in patients who have not been pregnant, there is
a significant amount of variance in the spectra from those who
have. This variance may be correlated with number of pregnan-
cies and type of delivery (vaginal or caesarean), both of which
may change the concentration and organization of collagen.58

In the future, comparing groups of patients to different delivery
types and number of pregnancies may increase accuracy rates.

Classification by socioeconomic status and race/ethnicity re-
sulted in accuracy rates of 61 and 58%, respectively, suggesting
that these variables have a smaller impact on the Raman spectra.
Although there are small differences in the Raman spectra that
lead to a classification rate of >50%, socioeconomic status and
race/ethnicity are less significant compared to BMI and parity.
One possible explanation for the 61% classification accuracy
with socioeconomic status may be an increased prevalence of
undiagnosed medical problems due to the lack of medical in-
surance reducing access to comprehensive health care. These
results also suggest that the different incidence rates of cervi-
cal dysplasia among racial and ethnic groups are not due to
fundamental differences in the biochemical makeup of the
cervix. Even though there is no physiological evidence that
race or ethnicity change the biochemical makeup of the cervix,
it was important to investigate these variables to ensure that
Raman spectroscopy can be applied to detect cervical dyspla-
sia in diverse populations. The low rate of classifying data by
race or ethnicity alone suggests that these variations do not
significantly affect the cervix or the classification of Raman
spectra. This outcome is significant because it indicates Raman
spectroscopy may be applied in clinical settings on any patient
population.

The success of the analyses performed in this study depends
on the reliability of the data used to categorize the spectra. For
example, the patient reported her own race or ethnicity, but the
categories were limited to “white,” “black,” and “Hispanic,”
and she may fit into more than one or none of these. BMI
is a controversial measure of body fat that may be inaccurate
because it does not reflect changes due to age, race, gender,

etc.59 To classify spectra based on parity, higher rates may be
achieved by further categorizing previously pregnant patients
by number of pregnancies and number and type of delivery
(vaginal or cesarean). In this study, some spectra (n = 11) were
acquired during a patient’s postpartum exam, typically 6–10
weeks after delivery. Obtaining data at this point may not only
affect spectra acquired from the cervix, but also a patient’s BMI.
Future studies on patient variability should exclude data from
such patients. Finally, whether or not a patient has health-care
coverage may not be an accurate measure of socioeconomic
status or other cultural practices, such as dietary and social
habits that are associated with different economic levels. To
truly investigate the influence of specific variables, surveys of
the patients may be more beneficial.

Studies from our lab and others have looked at the effect of
hormonal variations,28 age,26 acetic acid,24 creams and lotions,27

history or presence of disease,24, 25 smoking, BMI, obstetric
history, insurance status, and race/ethnicity on Raman spec-
tra obtained from nonmalignant areas of the cervix and other
tissues. The results from previous work have shown that, prior
to classification, stratifying spectra based on hormonal changes
and history or presence of disease reduces intraclass variability
among both normal and diseased spectra.1, 24 Unsupervised clas-
sification algorithms were then more likely to account for the
variance due to differences from disease instead of the variance
due hormonal status or disease history, resulting in improved
performance. However, close examination of these results re-
vealed that a significant amount of intraclass variance among
the normal spectra remained,1, 23, 24 which motivated investigat-
ing additional factors that could be used to account for the
variance among normal spectra and improve classification of
disease.

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to perform the critical
intermediate step of identifying the most separable sources of
intraclass variation among normal spectra. Our results indicate
that of the variables investigated, normal spectra are best sep-
arated as a function of BMI and parity, which are both easily
obtainable from the patient. On the basis of previous experi-
ence with hormonal status and disease history, it is possible that
stratification of the spectra by BMI and parity may also improve
the accuracy of disease diagnosis using Raman spectroscopy.
Because an effect of race/ethnicity or socioeconomic status on
classification was not identified, there appears to be no benefit
to accounting for those variables prior to classification. Consid-
eration of other variables beyond those discussed here may be
important and can be determined based on organ sites. However,
the cost to benefit ratio of incorporating additional physiological
patient variables prior to spectral classification must be consid-
ered before further analysis is performed.

Current research is underway in our lab to understand the
significance of BMI, parity, race/ethnicity, and socioeconomic
status on disease classification and to quantify the relative vari-
ance these factors impart on normal spectra compared to dis-
eased spectra. Although it may be possible that BMI and parity
do not affect disease spectra as has been demonstrated with nor-
mal spectra, they are still important factors to be aware of prior
to classification of cervical dysplasia.

The goal of using Raman spectroscopy for precancer detec-
tion is to provide an automated, real-time method of accurately
detecting malignant cells in any patient population, regardless
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of race, ethnicity, BMI, parity, or socioeconomic status. Previ-
ous work using Raman spectroscopy for in vivo screening and
diagnosis of cervical dysplasia has shown promising results,
with sensitivities and specificities of >90%; however, this work
was done in a fairly homogenous patient population. In this
study, we investigated the spectral variations in a more diverse
patient group and found more distinct differences due to BMI
and obstetric history compared to race/ethnicity and socioeco-
nomic status. We believe these results suggest that classification
algorithms for the detection of cervical dysplasia with Raman
spectroscopy should be developed to incorporate BMI and ob-
stetric history, but it does not appear necessary to control for
race, ethnicity, or a patient’s socioeconomic status. These re-
sults also suggest that normal sources of physiological variabil-
ity, such as hormone levels, BMI, etc., may affect the inherent
baseline Raman spectra acquired from other organ systems as
well. For example, skin pigment and dryness may be important
variables to account for when using Raman spectroscopy for di-
agnosing melanoma. Age and gender may be significant factors
that impact the biochemical makeup of the GI tract. Parity and
hormonal fluctuations may affect the classification accuracy of
Raman spectra acquired from the ovary. By examining the effect
of such normal physiological variables on spectra, the sensitivity
of Raman spectroscopy will be revealed, as will its effectiveness
for detecting and diagnosing disease.
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